University of Utah Distinguished Professors

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Maurice Abravanel
School of Music (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Robert Adler
S.J. Quinney College of Law

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Irwin Altman
Department of Psychology

Distinguished Professor Scott L. Anderson
Department of Chemistry

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Joseph D. Andrade
Departments of Bioengineering & Materials Science and Engineering

Distinguished Professor Peter B. Armentrout
Department of Chemistry

*Distinguished Professor Emerita Bene C. Arnold
Department of Ballet

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Aziz Atiya
Department of History (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor You Han Bae
Department of Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Chemistry

Distinguished Professor Brenda Bass
Department of Biochemistry

Distinguished Professor Margaret P. Battin
Department of Philosophy

Distinguished Professor Mary Beckerle
Department of Biology

Distinguished Professor Cynthia Berg
Department of Psychology

Distinguished Professor Mladen Bestvina
Department of Mathematics

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Richard H. Boyd
Departments of Chemical & Fuels Engineering & Materials Science & Engineering (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Ellen Bromberg
Department of Modern Dance

Distinguished Professor Francis H. Brown
Department of Geology & Geophysics (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Cynthia Burrows
Department of Chemistry

Distinguished Professor Mario Capecchi
Departments of Human Genetics & Biology

Distinguished Professor Dana Carroll
Department of Biochemistry

Distinguished Professor Paul Cassell
S.J. Quinney College of Law

Distinguished Professor Thure E. Cerling
Department of Geology & Geophysics

Distinguished Professor Marjorie Chan
Department of Geology & Geophysics

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus David Chapman
Department of Geology & Geophysics

Distinguished Professor Vincent Cheng
Department of English

Distinguished Professor Katharine Coles
Department of English

Distinguished Professor Phyllis Coley
Department of Biology

Distinguished Professor M. Denise Dearing
Department of Biology

Distinguished Professor Kathleen Digre
Department of Neurology

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Kenneth L. DeVries
Department of Mechanical Engineering

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Charles E. Dibble
Department of Anthropology (Deceased)

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Alexei L. Efros
Department of Physics
Distinguished Professor James R. Ehleringer  
*Department of Biology*

Distinguished Professor Reid Ewing  
*Department of City + Metropolitan Planning*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Henry Eyring  
*Department of Chemistry (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Paul C. Fife  
*Department of Mathematics (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus  
Jefferson B. Fordham  
*S. J. Quinney College of Law (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Leslie Francis  
*S. J. Quinney College of Law & Department of Philosophy*

Distinguished Professor Julie Fritz  
*Department of Physical Therapy & Athletic Training*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus  
Raymond F. Gesteland  
*Department of Human Genetics*

Distinguished Professor J. Calvin Giddings  
*Department of Chemistry (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Ken Golden  
*Department of Mathematics*

Distinguished Professor Louis S. Goodman  
*Department of Pharmacology (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor David Grainger  
*Department of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Chemistry*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus David M. Grant  
*Department of Chemistry (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Christopher Hacon  
*Department of Mathematics*

Distinguished Professor Charles Hansen  
*School of Computing*

Distinguished Professor Michael L. Hardman  
*Department of Special Education*

Distinguished Professor Henry Harpending  
*Department of Anthropology (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Joel M. Harris  
*Department of Chemistry*

Distinguished Professor Mary Elizabeth Hartnett  
*Department of Opthalmology*

Distinguished Professor Marouf Hasian  
*Department of Communication*

Distinguished Professor Kristen Hawkes  
*Department of Anthropology*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus  
Frederick I. Herzberg  
*Department of Management (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus John B. Hibbs, Jr.  
*Department of Internal Medicine*

*Distinguished Professor William I. Higuchi  
*Department of Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Chemistry*

Distinguished Professor Christopher Hill  
*Department of Biochemistry*

Distinguished Professor Eric Hinderaker  
*Department of History*

Distinguished Professor Chris Ireland  
*Department of Medicinal Chemistry*

Distinguished Professor Stephen Jacobsen  
*Department of Mechanical Engineering (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Jesse D. Jennings  
*Department of Anthropology (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Chris Johnson  
*School of Computing*

Distinguished Professor Erik Jorgensen  
*Department of Biology*

*Distinguished Professor Gary Keck  
*Department of Chemistry*
Distinguished Professor James P. Keener  
*Department of Mathematics*

Distinguished Professor Robert Keiter  
*S.J. Quinney College of Law*

Distinguished Professor Sung Wan Kim  
*Department of Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Willem J. Kolff*  
*Departments of Surgery & Internal Medicine (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Jindrich Kopecek  
*Departments of Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Chemistry & Bioengineering*

Distinguished Professor Gerald Krueger  
*Department of Dermatology*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus James P. Kushner*  
*Department of Internal Medicine*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus K. Gordon Lark*  
*Department of Biology*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Mark F. Leppert*  
*Department of Human Genetics*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Eugene C. Loh*  
*Department of Physics (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Fritz W. Luty*  
*Department of Physics*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Robert Marc*  
*Department of Ophthalmology*

*E.E. Ericksen Distinguished Professor Emeritus Sterling M. McMurrin*  
*Department of History (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor Jan Miller  
*Department of Metallurgical Engineering*

Distinguished Professor Joel S. Miller  
*Department of Chemistry*

Distinguished Professor Elijah Millgram  
*Department of Philosophy*

Distinguished Professor Graeme W. Milton  
*Department of Mathematics*

Distinguished Professor Kathleen Mooney  
*College of Nursing*

Distinguished Professor Janice Morse  
*College of Nursing*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Richard Normann*  
*Departments of Bioengineering & Ophthalmology (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Alex G. Oblad*  
*Department of Metallurgy and Fuels Engineering (Deceased)*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus James O'Connell*  
*Department of Anthropology*

Distinguished Professor Baldomero M. Olivera  
*Department of Biology*

Distinguished Professor Anne G. Osborn  
*Department of Radiology*

Distinguished Professor Jacqueline Osherow  
*Department of English*

Distinguished Professor John (Sandy) Parkinson  
*Department of Biology*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Robert W. Parry*  
*Department of Chemistry (Deceased)*

Distinguished Professor David W. Pershing  
*Department of Chemical & Fuels Engineering*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus C. Dale Poulter*  
*Department of Chemistry*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Martin Rechsteiner*  
*Department of Biochemistry*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Morris Rosenzweig*  
*School of Music*

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus John R. Roth*  
*Department of Biology*
*Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Gary C. Schoenwolf
*Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy

Distinguished Professor Matthew Sigman
*Department of Chemistry

Distinguished Professor Ken R. Smith
*Department of Family & Consumer Studies and Pedigree & Population Sciences

Distinguished Professor Timothy Smith
*Department of Psychology

Distinguished Professor Hong Yong Sohn
*Department of Metallurgical Engineering

Distinguished Professor Pierre Sokolsky
*Department of Physics & Astronomy

Distinguished Professor Peter Stang
*Department of Chemistry

Distinguished Professor Kathryn Bond Stockton
*Department of English

Distinguished Professor Gerald Stringfellow
*Departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering & Materials and Science Engineering

Distinguished Professor Wesley Sundquist
*Department of Biochemistry

Distinguished Professor Samuel D. Thurman
*S.J. Quinney College of Law (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Z. Valy Vardeny
*Department of Physics

Distinguished Professor Anil Virkar
*Department of Materials Science & Engineering

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Milton E. Wadsworth
*Department of Metallurgy & Metallurgical Engineering (Deceased)

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus Paul H. Wender
*Department of Psychiatry (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Henry S. White
*Department of Chemistry

Distinguished Professor Pauline Wiessner
*Department of Anthropology

*Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Maxwell M. Wintrobe
*Department of Internal Medicine (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Francis D. Wormuth
*Department of Political Science (Deceased)

Distinguished Professor Yong-Shi Wu
*Department of Physics

Distinguished Professor Michael Zhdanov
*Department of Geology & Geophysics

* Emeritus Professor/Retired

This list excludes Distinguished Professors who have moved on to another institution.